The Directorate of Analysis (DA) provides timely and objective all-source analysis on the full range of national security and foreign policy issues to the President, senior policymakers, operations officers, and warfighters.

Accountable to the President, Congress, and the American public, the mission of the Directorate of Operations (DO) is to strengthen national security and foreign policy objectives through the clandestine collection of human intelligence (HUMINT) and Covert Action.

The mission of the Directorate of Science & Technology (DS&T) is to preempt threats and further US national security objectives by harnessing technology and tradecraft to enhance and protect operations, collect and report intelligence, and identify and exploit our adversaries’ weaknesses.

The Directorate of Support (DS) provides everything the CIA needs to accomplish its critical mission of defending our nation. Serving side-by-side with our mission colleagues from the DA, the DS&T, the DDI, and the DO, our job is to ensure that all our mission elements have everything they need for success.

The Mission Centers work closely with all Agency elements to help meet current and future national security challenges. The centers serve as locations to integrate capabilities and bring the full range of CIA’s operational, analytic, support, technical and digital skillsets to bear against the nation’s most pressing national security problems.